
Writ ing process IN A Nutshell (aka Table of Contents) 

1 . There ARe S ix Writ ing tasks Th is year, Each One cons ists of Three Phases  
 -- In the proposal phase, you will type out formal answers to specific questions intended to guide    
    you in planning your paper. 
  
 -- In the drafting phase, you will use your proposal to write the absolute best paper you are  
    capable of writing on your own. (Note that you should NEVER EVER hand in a “rough” draft.  
    That wastes my time and yours commenting on what you already know isn’t working.) 
  
-- In the reflection phase, you will look back at all your work (all of your proposals and drafts) and   
    assess them using some guided questions. 
  

2 . Due Dates and T ime Management  
-- You have a maximum of one week from the time you get something back from me until the  
    time you next turn something in 
  
-- You have no minimum turn around time. 
  
-- If you always use the maximum, you will not finish your task in time. 
  
-- I reserve 2-3 school days for most commenting, up to a full week to comment on a first draft.  

!
3 . F irst Say : A R ight and A Respons ib il ity 

 

4 . Mechan ics – We Use Google Docs , Google Dr ive , Google Classroom 
-- Save everything, and  start a NEW doc for each revision or step in the process  

!
--Name your files with your first initial, your last name, which task # and which part of the process you’re 
submitting, e.g. JSmithTask1Prop1 or JSmithTask3Draft1 (etc). 

!
5 . Grad ing  

-- You’ve already written a good paper. 
  
-- You earn your writing grade based on meeting benchmarks for the PROCESS of your writing. 
  

6 . FAQ  
-- What happens if I don’t finish my task? 
  
-- I’m having trouble picturing how the deadlines work. Can you help? 
  
-- I have a 504 plan or an IEP that indicates organization is hard for me. Can you help? 
  
-- What if I get really stuck when I’m writing or I can’t make sense your comments?  



 

Writ ing Process , The Non-NutshelL Vers ion 
You have two major writing tasks each trimester, and each task lasts approximately six weeks 
(give or take). They include:  

• An analytical essay 
• A persuasive letter 
• A memoir scene  

• A pattern synthesis 
• An explication  
• A movie review 

 
I will introduce each task in class and provide direct instruction about writing it effectively. In 
addition, as we are working on a task, I will host weekly “essay ambulance” sessions based on the 
pitfalls I see as I am reading and commenting on your work. In an essay ambulance, I’ll provide 
additional instruction, helpful hints, before/after examples and other tools to help you be as 
successful as you can be.  

Three Phases 
Each task is divided into three phases: proposal, drafting, and reflection. 
 

• In the proposal phase, you will type out formal answers to specific questions 
intended to guide you in planning your paper.  When you submit it to me, I will 
comment on it and return it to you. You will revise and resubmit it based on my comments 
as well as on the essay ambulances we’ve had in class. I will either comment again and ask 
for another round of submission or I will send you an email saying your proposal has been 
"Accepted" and you can move on to the drafting phase.  

 
Your goal: no more than three rounds of revising your proposal on your first three tasks, 
and no more than two rounds of revising your proposal on your final three tasks. 
 

• In the drafting phase, you will use your proposal to write the absolute best paper you 
are capable of writing on your own. When you submit that paper to me, I will comment 
on it and return it to you. You will revise and resubmit it based on my comments as well as 
on the essay ambulances we’ve had in class. I will either comment again and ask for another 
round of submission or I will send you an email saying your draft has been “Accepted” and 
you can move on to the drafting phase.  

 
Your goal: no more than three rounds of revising your paper on your first three tasks, and 
no more than two rounds of revising your proposal on your final three tasks. 

Note that you should NEVER EVER hand in a “rough” draft. If you give me a draft and you already 
know it’s crap, how will you ever learn anything new? I waste my time and yours commenting on what you 
already know isn’t working.    

  
• In the reflection phase, you will look back at all your work (all of your proposals and 

drafts) and assess them using some guided questions. You will also evaluate your work 
by highlighting specific comments on your rubric that you feel apply to your writing process 
for that task. When you hand in your reflection and rubric, the writing task is complete. 



Due Dates and Time Management 
In these writing tasks, you have two rock-solid due dates: the date your first proposal is due and the 
“last call” for any work on a particular task. 
 
In addition, you have one day each week (Monday) dedicated 100% to writing time so you can work 
on your tasks. 
 
The other due dates are built on your work and your schedule. Here’s what I mean: 

• You have a maximum of one week from the time you get something back from me 
until the time you next turn something in.  
So if you get your proposal back from me on Monday with comments asking for revisions, 
you have until the following Monday to get that revision completed and turned in. Or, if you 
get an “accepted” proposal on Wednesday, you have until the following Wednesday to get 
the draft in. 
 

• You have no minimum turn around time.  
So, if you get your proposal back on Monday with comments asking for revisions, you could 
revise and turn it back in to me the very next day. 

 
This system allows you to have the lives you really have—busy ones with deadlines and quizzes and 
tech weeks and two-a-day swim practice—and still have a robust, revision-based writing life in class.  
 
But there are some catches: 

1. If you always use the maximum, you will not finish your task in time. Instead, you 
should plan to use the maximum only when truly necessary (like when you crank out that 
first draft, for example, or when you have tech week for the musical or Drake Relays). 

 
2. I reserve 2-3 school days for commenting and up to a full week to comment on a first 

draft. I will hurry for no man or woman, boy or girl. Procrastination on your part is not an 
emergency on mine. 

 

F irst Say : A R ight and A Respons ib il ity 
I believe that writers deserve to have the “first say” about their work. I am not the writer, I’m just 
the coach—and I don’t magically know what you’re thinking unless you tell me.  
 
So, in every phase of writing, you will write your first say. This means that you take the time to 
comment on your own work, letting me know what you’re thinking: worries or why you disagree 
with a suggestion I made, or questions you have.  
 
Usually, if there’s a part of your work that’s not working, you know it, even if you don’t know what 
to do about it. Or if there’s something you’re really proud of, you know that too. 
 

• In the proposal phase, you always have a final question that is your chance at first say.  



• During the drafting phase, I expect you to use the comment function on Google Docs. Note 
that a big clump at the end of your document or in an email does not work because it’s not 
specific enough. 

• Your reflection/rubric phase i s  a first say to your grade, so there are no additional first say 
requirements. 

Mechanics – We Use Google Docs , Google Drive , Google Classroom 
Every phase of your writing process will be typed using Google Docs/Google Classroom. The 
most important thing for you to know about that is that you should SAVE EVERY DRAFT and 
always start a NEW document for every revision.  Of course, you’re welcome to use the “make a 
copy” function from Google to save on copying/pasting. I’ll show you how. 
 
I ask you to use a standard naming procedure for all your files: Use your first initial, your last 
name, which task # and which part of the process you’re submitting. For example: 

• JSmithTask1Prop1 – this is the name of the file for Jane Smith working on Task 1, her 
first proposal 

• JSmithTask3Draft2 – this is the name of the file for Jane Smith working on Task 3, her 
second draft 

Grading 
Now for the really good news. Because you’ve gotten a ton of feedback from me about the 
PRODUCT, and because you’ve tackled the main issues we both see in your drafts, you don’t have 
to worry about the product when it comes to your grade: You’ve already written a good paper. I 
wouldn’t accept it otherwise.  

You earn your writing grade based on meeting benchmarks for the process of writing.  
These benchmarks measure your engagement with planning (proposals), drafting, revisions, essay 
ambulances, conferencing, use of first say, due date management, and reflection. 

FAQ 
Can I see that rubric? 
Yep. It’s attached. 

What happens if I don’t finish my task? 
You earn a partial score. The partial scores are determined based on what percentage of the task you 
did complete: 

• Completed 1st proposal only, no revisions ! 20% 
• Completed at least one proposal revision, nothing more !25% 
• Completed proposal phase with an accepted proposal, nothing more ! 33% 
• Completed 1st draft only, no revisions ! 50% 
• Completed multiple drafts, nothing more ! 55% 
• Completed drafting phase with an accepted draft, nothing more ! 60% 

I’m having trouble picturing how the deadlines work. Can you help? 
Yep. See the sample calendar attached. 



I have a 504 plan or an IEP that indicates organization is hard for me. Can you help? 
Yep. I’ll put you on the due date plan. In each email I send, I’ll include your next due date based on 
which part of the task you’re doing, instead of based on your life and schedule. That means during the proposal 
phase or during revisions, I’ll give you two-three days. I’ll also copy your parents, guardians, 
resource teachers, or success center teachers on that email so you’ll have lots of help staying on top 
of your deadlines. 

What if I get really stuck when I’m writing or I can’t make sense of what your comments are 
asking me to do? 
I’m so glad you asked. I’m almost always available for conferencing: during writing days, 
before/after school, and during lunch periods. It’s the best tool we have for writing instruction, 
especially when you’re feeling stuck. A one-on-one conference will usually help you get moving in 
the right direction. 
 



 





 
 


